User Interface Design - Multiple Choice Interview Questions and Answers on Software Engineering

1. What is user-interface?

[A] Helps users to communicate using windows, icons with the computer system and application system

[B] It converts program to machine language form

[C] Transmit data to a remote location as packets

[D] None of these above

Answer & Explanation

Answer: Option A

2. What is/are the main component / components of user interface?

[A] Presentation language

[B] Action language

[C] Both [A] and [B]

[D] Only [A]

Answer & Explanation

Answer: Option C

3. Which type of user interface provide input by typing a string in the keyboard?

[A] Graphical user interface

[B] Command line user interface

[C] Natural language interface

[D] Menu interface

Answer & Explanation

Answer: Option B
4.

Natural language user interface can accept input in the form of

[A] string command
[B] speech
[C] image
[D] none of these

Answer & Explanation

**Answer: Option B**

5.

In which type of interface users provide commands selecting from a menu?

[A] Command language interface
[B] Graphical user interface
[C] voice recognition user interface
[D] None of these above

Answer & Explanation

**Answer: Option B**